
 PVC-COATED PLASTERBOARD

CEILING TILES
The quiet beauty that makes  

any room feel clean and fresh. 



Our GYPCORE PVC Ceiling tiles are squared edged, 8 mm thick 
and available as 595mm x 595mm tiles that are designed to suit 
standard suspended grid systems, typically in commercial an 
residential construction. They are also suitable for use in wet areas.

GYPCORE PVC Ceiling tiles collection can enhance your space, 
while ensuring durability and easy maintenance. Give your room 
depth and dimension with interesting decorative ceiling tiles. 
Transform a room almost instantly with plenty of design choices. 

GYPCORE PVC Ceiling tile collection provides the versatility and 
durability that you need to solve many design challenges. It is 
manufactured using the GYPCORE RB plasterboards that you 
tried, loved and trust. It is protected with PVC coating that would 
provide you with durability, effortless elegance and excellent value.



PVC coating

resistant
to moisture

healthy 
and non-hazardous

low maintenance
and long lasting

COMPOSITION, 
FEATURES & ADVANTAGES

economical
and cost saving easy to clean

various
design selections

easy and 
fast to assemble

Resistant to shock 
and abrasion

adhesive

adhesive

aluminum foil

GYPCORE Plasterboard

Material Plasterboard free from asbestos 
and sulfate

Surface Premium quality PVC

Backside High quality PET aluminized foil

Edge Square

Dimension 595 x 595 mm 
603 x 603 mm

Thickness 
and Packing

7mm - 9 pieces
8mm - 8 pieces
9.5mm - 6 pieces
12.5mm - 5 pieces

Standards ASTMC1396 for the plasterboards

Humidity 
Resitance < 95% humidity



GYPCORE PVC Ceiling Tiles are often used in homes, offices, shopping centres, 
restaurants, hospitals, coffee houses, factories, laboratores warehouses and rest rooms.
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GLOBAL GYPSUM BOARD CO LLC
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